
Restructuring AFN:  
Transforming AFN Decision-making 

to Support Nation Re-Building 
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OVERVIEW 
• Resolution 20-2013 directed consideration of  previous 

recommendations and dialogue on steps needed to align structures 
and decision-making to support and enable nation re-building 

• RCAP 1996 identified nation re-building and affirmation as critical 
element of progress in Crown- First Nation relationships 

• Many diverse efforts among Nations and Treaty groups underway 
across the country 

• AFN RENEWAL 2005 called on AFN to be respected by all levels of 
Government, rooted in our languages and cultures, representative of 
the diverse Nations  responsive to emerging needs and interests of all 
First Nations as they assert their rights and jurisdiction  

• Recent commentary on the Confederacy of Nations highlights 
relevance of discussion and need for action  
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Dialogue and Action …. 
Preliminary dialogue last fall identified key questions to consider: 
•  How is ‘nation’ defined ? AFN currently composed of First Nations – but 

membership constituted by the 633 Indian Act bands;  
– 1996 RCAP Report recommended the 80 – 100 First Nations who existed at time of 

contact and who signed the Treaties form ‘nations’ and effort required to re-
constitute  

– Nations entered Treaty - how do we get back to functioning as Nations when many 
Indian Act bands now think of themselves as a First Nation. How would the Cree, for 
example, who reside across several territories, reconstitute themselves as Nations? 
What about traditional and hereditary governments - should they be considered  for 
membership in the AFN?” 

• According to UN model - each Nation represents themselves and the National 
Chief becomes more like the Secretary General of the UN and acts when there is 
consensus of the Nations. Each Nation would have to ratify or approve 
Resolutions passed at an AFN - UN within their territory according to their 
traditional or customary practices.  
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Dialogue and Action …. 
• Are there opportunities to consider more inclusive voting practices 

and/or more traditional processes for selection of National Chief and 
Executive? 

• AFN Charter calls for consensus decision making, however many times a 
simple vote is called and often with a fraction of First Nations leaders 
attending   
– Resolution processes need to be re-considered to reflect the intent of 

consensus decision-making as well as realities of resources in addition to 
the over 1000 resolutions ‘on the books’ – sunset clauses are required at 
the very least 

– Another option or alternative to Resolutions could involve debating and 
coming to agreement on “Statements or Declarations of Action”   
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Dialogue and Action …. 
• How do we restructure the AFN to reflect a move to Nation Re-

building?  
– The Confederacy of Nations  was intended to provide regional 

proportional representation - however it was also based on the settler 
governments provincial government structure.  Can we update this idea / 
body to better reflect and implement nation re-building?  

•  How do we ensure the organization is financially sustainable?  
– Need to consider other options such as self funding by First Nations 

governments & businesses themselves and other businesses that rely on 
First Nations for their profits.  

– Better use of philanthropic organizations for project based funding and 
international sponsorship and fund raising should be explored.  
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Next Steps …. 
• Specific steps that could be actioned: 

– All Nations gathering, caucusing and sitting as ‘Nations’ within 
Assemblies 

– Consideration of ‘citizens forums’ to promote / enable inclusion 
– Based on re-constitution as Nations – consideration of Nation-

to-Nation protocols and understandings between Nations and 
with AFN 
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